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volcanic limestone baths

Attaching the feet to the tub

Standard white resin feet

a. With the tub upside down, apply one quarter of the silicone 
in small thin beads to the contact area of the foot.

b. Align the foot and press firmly into position, forcing it 
to bed-down.

c. Repeat this process for the three remaining feet.

d. Leave the tub upturned for 12 hours. Trim any excess 
silicone and turn the tub on its feet.

Attaching your tub to the floor

For your safety we have included a fixing kit to secure the tub
to the floor and we recommend it be used in all installations.

The kit consists of four metal plates and four screws.

a. Prior to securing, check the tub is square on all four feet. If 
necessary the feet can be filed down or discretely shimmed 
to eliminate rock caused by an uneven floor.

b. Thread the screw through the counter sunk hole in the metal 
plate and screw into the predrilled hole in the bottom of the 
tub leg. Repeat this process with all four legs. 

c. Secure the tub to the floor using a suitable fixing method 
for your floor type. The floor fixing plates can be set at an 
angle so that they are out of view. 

Questions? 
1.800.421.7189

Fitting ENGLISHCAST TM Feet

We strongly recommend that you use a suitably qualified installer. Instructions must be adhered to. We cannot accept responsibility of incorrect installation.

Victoria & Albert customer service representatives are not qualified to give advice on DIY installations.

If the tub has been painted ensure the contact area on the tub where the feet will fit has not been painted over as this could result in poor adhesion and possible failure.

Please note: The silicone tube contains the correct amount of adhesive for the feet supplied. Be careful not to over apply on the first foot. 

Silicone should be used before the expiration date printed on the tube. Additional supplies of general purpose clear medium/high modulus silicone are
available from all good DIY stores. Do not use adhesives.

Please note: Roxburgh and Shropshire slipper baths have unique front and back feet. Prior to fitting, ensure the color coding is correctly matched.

The fitting of the tub feet and installation of the tub will be seen as acceptance of quality. 


